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Importance of  color & typography in 
IA 

� Focus: Communication of  
Information  
�  Build hierarchy, structure, organization  
�  Create context 
�  Enhance content 
�  Draw attention 
�  Provoke emotions 
�  Convey meaning 
�  Visual communication 
�  Aid to metaphor, navigation, label, logo, 

graphics. 



Color Basics  
� Hue - another word for color 

�  Primary hues red, yellow, blue 

�  Saturation 
�  intensity of  color 

�  Value 
�  lightness/ brightness added to a hue  



Color Systems 
� Print:  
� CMYK: cyan, magenta, 

yellow and black  
� Subtractive or Reflective 

colors 
� Screen display: 
� RBG: red, blue, green 
� Additive colors 
 

http://dx.sheridan.com/advisor/cmyk_color.html 



Web color: screen display 
� Pixel (picture element):  

x & y coordinates 
� Color depth (resolution): 
� 1-bit à 2 colors (black & white) 
� 8-bit à 256 colors 
� 16-bit à thousands of  colors 
� 24-bit à millions of  colors (true 

color) 



Web color: browser 
� Dithering: illusion of  missing colors  

�  Diminish harsh transition, sharpness  

� Web (Browser)-safe color: 
�  Based on 8-bit color screen display: 216 cross 

platform color palette 
�  "Reallysafe" colors: only 22 colors 
�  Strategy:  

�  Identify your audience's technologies 
�  Use Reallysafe palette 
�  Use transparent backgrounds 
�  Use flash 



 
216 Web ”Safe” Colors 

http://www.websitetips.com/color/colourchart.html 



Web color: HTML 

Brown  #A52A2A   

BurlyWood  #DEB887   

CadetBlue  #5F9EA0   

Chartreuse  #7FFF00   

Chocolate  #D2691E   

Coral  #FF7F50   

CornflowerBlue  #6495ED   

Cornsilk  #FFF8DC   

Crimson  #DC143C   

�  Color value: Hexadecimal notation 
�  Color name: Black, coral… 



Color theory 
� Color attributes 

�  Hue: colors 
�  Saturation: intensity 
�  Brightness:  

darkness/ lightness 

� Color harmonies 
�  Warm: active 
�  Cool: calming effect 
�  Analog: similar hues 
�  Complementary: opposite colors 
�  Triads: 3 colors in triangle 

http://joehallock.com/edu/COM498/index.html 



Color Symbolism 
� Use color to convey meaning: 
� Black: power, stylish, timeless 
� White: purity, neutral, summer 
� Red: action, confidence, courage, 

vitality, love, intensity 
� Green: life, nature, fertility, 

calming 
� Blue: Loyalty, truth, peace, 

depressing 



Perceptions of  Color  
� Cultural Significance  
� Ex.  East India - pale pink -  feminine 
� Japan - pastels - men and women  
�  India – white – death  



It’s Elementary  
http://pbskids.org/sesame/ 



White Space?  
�  White space a.k.a negative space 
�  Direct attention to critical regions 

�  http://www.girlshop.com 
�  http://www.cabedge.com 

 
Color in Web Pages 
�  Links and Navigation 

�  http://www.amazon.com 
�  http://www.basinstreet.net 







Typography 



What is Typography? 
�  Dictionary.com: The art and technique of  printing 

with movable type.  
�  Wikipedia: The art and technique of  selecting 

and arranging type styles, point sizes, line 
lengths, line leading, character spacing, and 
word spacing for typeset applications. These 
applications can be physical or digital.  

�  Web Style Guide: The balance and interplay of  
letterforms on the page, a verbal and visual 
equation that helps the reader understand the 
form and absorb the substance of  the page 
content.  
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http://www.rsub.com/typographic/ 



http://www.juxtinteractive.com/ 
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Typography 



How Do We Read? 



How Can You Make Your Web 
Page More Legible? 

�  Use downstyle (capitalize only the first word, and 
any proper nouns) for your headlines and 
subheads.  



Layout 



Text on the Computer Screen 
� Hard to read. 
� Because of  the low resolution of  

computer screens. 
� Because the lines of  text in most web 

pages are much too long to be easily read. 



Text on the Computer Screen 
� Magazine and book columns are 

narrow for physiologic reasons. 
� At normal reading distances the eye's 

span of  movement is only about 8 cm (3 
inches) wide. 

� Designers try to keep dense passages of  
text in columns no wider than reader's 
comfortable eye span. 



Text on the Computer Screen 
� Most web pages are almost twice as 

wide as the viewer's eye span 
� Extra effort is required to scan through 

long lines of  text 
� To encourage your web site users to read 

a document online, shorten the line length 
of  text blocks to about half  the normal 
width of  the web page. 
 



History of  web typography 
�  Macintosh: Graphical User Interface (GUI),  

bitmapped city-named fonts 
�  Adobe: Postscript 
�  Apple + Microsoft: Truetype 
�  HTML: problem with heading tag 
�  CSS: provide control over exact visual style 



Type 

 

� Serif: stroke at the ends of  a letter 
� Sans Serif: without serifs 
� Leading: vertical space between 

baselines 
� Kerning: horizontal space between 

letters 



Typefaces 

http://www.typenow.net/ 



More Typography  
�  Categories or Font Classification 

�  Ex. serif, sans	  serif, script, fancy, monospace	  

�  Families 
�  Arial, Arial Black, Arial Narrow  

�  Type Form  
�  Weight     Width     Posture 



Serif  vs Sans Serif  
� Serif   
� Decorative accent at the end of  a letter 

stroke 
� Preferred for print media 

� Sans serif  
� Easier to read on color monitors 



Even More Typography 
�  Leading and K  e  r  n  i  n  g 
�  Justification   Justification    Justification 

�  Line Length 

�  Line Length    Line Length      Line Length 



Times New Roman vs Georgia 

Web Typography 
 

Web Typography 



Arial vs Verdana 

Web Typography 
 

Web Typography 



Proportionally Spaced vs 
Monospaced 

�  Proportionally Spaced 
�  Each character received an amount of  horizontal 

space proportional to its width. 
�  Monospaced 

�  All	  characters	  receive	  the	  same	  horizontal	  
space	  



Where Monospaced Type Works 
function pad(workString, numChars, padChar) { 
   trace ("workstrings " + workstring + " length = " + 
workString.length); 
   while (workString.length < numChars) 
      workString = padChar + workString;  
   return workString; 
} 
 
function	  pad(workString,	  numChars,	  padChar)	  {	  
	  	  	  trace	  ("workstrings	  "	  +	  workstring	  +	  "	  length	  =	  "	  +	  

	  	  	  	  workString.length);	  
	  	  	  while	  (workString.length	  <	  numChars)	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  workString	  =	  padChar	  +	  workString;	  	  
	  	  	  return	  workString;	  
}	  



Text - the Proper Balance 
� Too much 
�  overcrowded screen 

� Too little 
�  too many page turns and/or user 

interaction 



Typography for the web 
�  Legibility: good typography depends on visual contrast 

between fonts, text blocks, headlines, space 
�  Alignment: marginsà unity; white spaceà visual relief  
�  Line length: columns, invisible tables  
�  Typefaces: Georgia & Verdana for screen 
�  Case: upper + lower 
�  Emphasis: italics, bold… 

�  Consistency: create harmonic structure, predictable 
�  Accessibility:  

�  Size: use relative units, offer text-only version 
�  Color: contrast 



Google's logo 
� Typography vs. logo 
� Color vs. logo 
� Resources 

�  http://www.google.com/doodle8.html	  
�  http://www.google.com/holidaylogos.html	  
�  http://www.google.com/talk/	  
�  http://labs.google.com/	  
�  http://mail.google.com/mail/help/about.html	  











Typography on the Web  
�  Headers, tabs, advertising, links  

�  http://www.wddg.com/v.X.html 
�  http://www.toolband.com/tour/index.html 
�  http://www.ucla.edu 



Rules for Typography   
 (Carter, 2002, p.151-p.161)  

�  Be mindful not to use too many different typefaces 
at any one time.  

�  Text set in all capital letter severely retards reading.  
Use upper-and lower-case letter for optimum 
readability.  

�  For optimum readability, use a flush left, ragged 
right type alignment. 



Rules for Typography 
 (Carter, 2002, p.151-p.161)  

�  Clearly indicate paragraphs, but be careful not to 
upset the integrity and visual consistency of  the 
text.  

�  When working with type and color, ensure that 
sufficient contrast exists between type and its 
background 



Color + Typography  

� Contrast - most important 
�  strong contrasts of  hue, value and 

saturation  

� First Read - overall first impression  
� make or break  



Text Guidelines 
�  For small type use the most readable font available 

(sans serif) 
�  Use as few different typefaces as possible but vary 

the weight and size and style 
�  Make sure the fonts are well spaced 

�  Leading 
�  Kerning 

�  The size of  the font should vary with the 
importance of  the message 



Text Guidelines 
�  What do your users say? 
�  Centered text blocks are difficult to read.  Keep 

them small. 
�  Try bending, stretching and otherwise manipulating 

text.  Then evaluate whether it works for your piece. 
�  Is your text hard to read because of  too little 

contrast with the background?  Try drop shadows. 



Problems with Text  

� Text displayed on a monitor 
� harder to read than print 
� slower to read 
� print generally has portrait 

orientation 
� screen has landscape orientation 



What If  Your Text Is Taller Than 
Wide? 

� Modify it 
� Put it in a scrolling window 
� Break it into screen sized chunks 
� Buy an expensive portrait monitor 



We've got it easy! 
�  26 Latin or Roman Characters 
�  10 Arabic Numbers 

�  3000+ kanas for Japanese 
�  kanji (each of  the 3000 has two renderings: Japanese 

and Chinese) 
�  romaji 



Localization 
�  Process of  reworking computer based material to 

another language 
�  Dates 
�  Language 
�  Special characters 

�  Unicode 
�  65,000 characters 
�  Supports most written languages for Americas, 

Europe, Asia, Africa and middle east 



What We Don't Know When 
Designing for the WWW or User 

Defined Window 

�  Resolution of  the monitor 
�  Size of  the browser window 

�  Is it 4x7 inches or does it fill the entire 21 in monitor? 
�  How the user has set type size 

�  Younger users may set type size small to reduce 
scrolling. 

�  Older users may set type size large to see it. 



What We Don't Know When 
Designing for the WWW or User 

Defined Window 

�  Settings and quality of  the monitor (brightness, 
contrast, color balance…) 

�  Ambient lighting in the room 
�  Background and font colors may looked washed out 

�  What fonts are available to the user 
�  Differ on Macs and PCs 



Suggestions for Body Type  
�  For body text, use Georgia or Verdana 

�  Trebuchet is also screen friendly (sans serif) 
�  Use 12 pt type 

�  10 point is ok if  you know your users have Georgia or 
Verdana.  But if  they don’t and it defaults to 10 pt 
Times Roman – that is too small. 



Suggestions for Body Type 
�  Use Roman, not Italic or Bold for body text style. 
�  Use upper case only for first words of  sentences, 

proper names, etc 
�  ALL CAPS IS HARD TO READ 

�  Use a maximum line length of  5 inches 
�  Shorter is better 



Suggestions for Body Type 
� Use two point of  leading between lines 

unless its already there 
� Use left alignment 
� Don't use underlining for emphasis 

(Users might assume the underlined 
word is a link.) 



Suggestions for Display Type 
� Use any size that fits 
� Use any typeface that is legible 
� Use the line height attribute for 

control of  line spacing to get the effect 
you want (touching or spread widely) 

� Use letter spacing and word spacing 
to get the effect you want. 



Suggestions for Display Type 
� Use kerning to make display type look right 

�  Web 

�  Don't use animated text 
�  Users hate it.  Some develop animation blindness 

where they don't see the moving text assuming it 
is an advertisement. 



Conclusion 

  User, Context, Content 
� Difference in culture, age, gender  
� Accessibility  
� Theme/topic 
� Don't overwhelm 
� Harmony 
� Use CSS 
� Don't underline text, only links 


